Free eBooks at Biblioboard
Looking for free eBooks?
Give Biblioboard a try!
Biblioboard offers classic
reads, as well as books
related to Illinois, including
winners in the Soon To Be
Famous Illinois Authors
competition.

This service is available
through RAILS (Reaching
Across Illinois Library
System).
To get to Biblioboard on
your computer, visit
library.biblioboard.com.
You can also download the
Biblioboard app for your
mobile device through the
Apple Store, Google Play,
or through the Amazon
Store.
Be sure to create an
account to save favorite
books, pages, bookmarks
and notes for future visits,
as well as to access
Biblioboard from out of state.
Create your profile under

Browse the curations and select something you would like to explore further. When you mouse over
a selection, you will be offered a chance to read the selection, find out more about it, or to add it as a
favorite. Click Read This to open the item.
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Biblioboard reading menus on a computer
The settings
button brings
up this menu.
Look through a
number of pages
at a time using
the grid button.
Select favorite
pages.
Download pages
to your account.
Return to a
description of
the book and to
the main menu.

Exit the book and
return to the menu.
Navigate forward
and backward.
Zoom in and out.
Toggle between
a single page view
(shown) and a
multi-page grid view.
Add a bookmark.
Add a note.

Biblioboard reading menus on a mobile device
Touch
the settings
button to bring
up this menu.

Exit the book
and return to
the menu.

Look at one
page/multiple
pages at a
time.

Navigate
forward and
backward
(or swipe right
and left).

Select
favorite
pages.
Return to a
description of
the book and to
the main menu.
Download a
copy to your
account.

Zoom in
and out.
Toggle between
a single page
view and a
multi-page grid
view (shown).
Add a
bookmark.
Add a note.

